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by Rexdl September 28, 2020Current Version: 6.2 b602002File Size: 25MB 25 MB 16 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comBetter designed by a book reader with powerful controls and full features, supports epub, PDF, mobi, chm, cbr, cbz, umd, fb2, txt, HTML, rar, zip or OPDS formats. Additional Benefits in the Professional Version: No Advertising, Faster and Smoother Shake Phone Talk (Text to Speech, TTS
engine support, fast and speech-compatible stats featureMail beautiful themes, background images and fontsCustomize the function of the Reading PanelHeadset and Bluetooth keys controlMulti-point touch supportContinring to protect the password when launchingBook to the home screen shortcutAnnotations highlights - bookmarks share supportOpen/Backup/Sync group your favorite books by putting
them on your desktop in the form of widgetTilt to turn the page with customizable Email support features In the Pro version:Fill out PDF FormHighlight, abstract, HandwritingSmart scrolling blocking, smooth support for ReadingNight mode, 6 additional pdf-themes, available-dual-page mode for landscape screenSpeech, automatic scrolling compatible StatsRead, synchronization, flip animation available Key
features:Support online e-book libraries and personal-caliber e-book server. Read local books with smooth scrolling and tons of innovation. Standard Features: Full visual options: line space, font scale, bold, italic, shadow, alpha-colored, withering edges, etc.10 theme built in, includes day and night switch mode. Different types of paging: touchscreen, volume keys or even camera, search or rear keys.24
Individual operations (screen click, swipe gesture, hardware keys), apply to 15 individual events: search, bookmark, theme, navigation, font size and more.5 Automatic scrolling modes: sliding blind mode; by pixel, by line, or by page. Control speed in real time. Adjust the brightness by sliding your finger on the left edge of the screen, the gesture of the command is supported. Intelligent paragraph; A retreat;
trim unwanted gaps and line settings. Keep your eye health options for long-term reading. The real effect of an overturned page with a customizable speed/color/transparent; 5 pages of flip animation. My Design Bookshelf: Favorites, Downloads, Authors, Tags; self-book binding, search, import is supported. The text is aligned, the hyphenation mode is maintained. Double-page mode for landscape screen.
Support for all four screen orientations. Support for EPUB3 multimedia content (video and audio), support for pop-up footnotesBackup/Restore in the cloud through DropBox, synchronization of reading positions between phones and tablets. Highlight, Abstract, Dictionary or the Internet, support ColorDict, GoldenDict, Fora, ABBYY Lingwo, etc.), Translation, share features all in the moon reader e-book.
Localized in 40 languages: English, አማርኛ, ةيبرعلا , հայերեն, Catalha, Catalier, Sese, Dansk, Nederland, Eesti, Suomy, Francois, Galego, საქართველოს, Deutsch, ελληνικά, תירבע , magyar, Indonesia, italiano, ⽇本語, 한국어, persanski, polski, portugu's brasil, rom'n, zurabis, 简体⽂, Slowwenskich, Slowwenskega, espa'ol, Svenskt, 繁體⽂, ภาษาไทย, Turk, 9,900, ViệtAbout GET_ACCOUNTS resolution:
used for the Google Drive feature only About READ_PHONE_STATE resolution: used to stop TTS when there is a call comingv6.1 - Allow the specified theme for the specified book (Visual options - Save as a theme) - New reading filter for my shelf (multiple options) - More themes for nature Pro-version - Fix a few small bugs v6.0 - New customizable reading line (double line layout option) - New
customizable text bar (PROCESS_TEXT Apps support system) - New double-page switch button - automatic double page for folding phones - New series section for My Shelf - New grid layout for my files and net books , Uk Architecture: arm7, x86 - App Title: Moon Reader Deep Optimized Graphics Optimized App Manifesto Collection Services Blocked, Carefully Cut Garbage Classes (google.analytics)
Modification unleashed from Backup Services By Google to GDrive runs Remote PDF Support Library (the plug-in market is free for those Who Wants It) Signature Changed Click: 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 Video: Powerful controls and full features: Read tens of thousands of books for free, supports several online book sites. Read local books for a pleasant experience with smooth
real-time scrolling and tons of innovative features. Support txt, HTML, epub, pdf, djvu, mobi, azw/azw3, fb2, prc, docx, odt, rtf, umd, chm, cbr, cbz, webp, rar, zip or OPDS Full visual options: line space, font scale, bold, cursory, shady, alpha-colored, withering edge, etc. 24 individual operations (screen click, swipe gesture, hardware keys), apply to 15 individual events: search, bookmark, theme, navigation,
font size and more. 5 automatic scroll modes: blind rolling mode; by pixel, by line, or by page. Control speed in real time. Adjust the brightness by sliding your finger on the left edge of the screen, the gesture of the command is supported. Intelligent paragraph; A retreat; trim unwanted gaps and line settings. Keep eye health options for long-term reading. The real effect of an overturned page with a
customizable speed/color/transparent; 5 pages of flip animation; My Design Bookshelf: Favorites, Downloads, Authors, Tags; self-book binding, search, import is supported. The text is aligned, the hyphenation mode is maintained. Turn off the softkey lights in night mode. Cloud backup/recovery options Reading, bookmarking, highlights, and notes between phones and tablets. Highlight, Abstract, Dictionary
(Offline or Internet, Google support, ColorDict, etc.), Translation, share features all in the moon reader e-book. Reading stats feature, know your reading time and reading speed for each Localized in 42 languages. Additional Benefits in the Professional Version: No advertising Shake Phone to Talk (TTS Engine Support) PDF support, Fast Speech compatible More Beautiful Backgrounds, Fonts and
Readers' Topics Multi-Heavy Touch Support Option to protect passwords when launching a headset and Bluetooth book control keys on home screen label Setting function of the Reading Annotation panel, Highlights and bookmarks share support feature Reading Statistics Sync/Backup /Download Book Files via Dropbox or WebDav Widget Support, group your favorite books, put them download:
frequently asked questions: Press: Contact: seanyword - gmail.com Privacy Policy You liked the free version of Moon Reader and decided to go Pro or just pro bought version from the beginning, in any case, you made the right choice. Whenever you go Pro with the app, you like features that you wouldn't normally experience with the free version, and the same with this app. It also has a beta program
where you can sign up to check out features that haven't been released for everyone yet. Exclusive Moon' Reader Pro FeaturesThe difference between a free and paid version of Moon Reader is that with a paid version, you get a lot more features. For example, the features that you get only with the pro version: No AdsShake talking (Text to speech, TTS engine support)More themes, background images,
and fontsReading feature statsCustomize the function of the Reading BoardHeadset and Bluetooth controlName keys replacing the role of reversalMulti-dot touch supportPass to protect the appBook on the home screen of shortcutAnnotations, Highlights - Bookmarks share support supportWidget Shelf supportPut your favorite books put them on your desktop as a widgetAsto import files or a book to do so:
Click on three points in the top right version of Import BooksChoose, from where you want to import the book fromtap OKThe app will show you all supported it was able to find. Choose the ones you want and click on the import button in the bottom right corner. As you highlight the text and customize the ColorsIf you came across for something you want to find later, stressing that it is necessary quickly. To
highlight the text, you'll see a long press on the text and various selection options. For example, you can highlight the text by using:UnderlineSquiggly linesCross throughColorOnce you decide how you want to highlight your text, you can also customize it and change the colors by default. To change the default colors, click on any text and select Highlight. Click on the drop out color menu and create your
color. Once you Click on OK. How to clean up all or specific highlighted TextMaybe that you highlighted at first is not so important after all, and now you want to erase it. To remove a specific word or phrase you've singled out, you can click on the text you've highlighted and click on the garbage icon. If you can't remember where the highlighted text is click on the percentage that tells you how far along with
the reading you are. The app will show you all the words or phrases you've highlighted so far. Click on any of the three points on the right. Choose to either erase this particular text or erase them all. How to add a book to your favorites and change the cover of a book there are ways to make a book more convenient to find, to tag it as one of your favorites. To do this, click on the book and click on the book
icon with a star in the middle. Another way to add any book to your favorites is by opening a book. You can do this by clicking on time in the bottom right corner. Adding to my favorites should be in the bottom right corner. When you click on the option, you can change the name, name of the author, add a description, add or remove tags and add a filter to read. If you have a book whose book cover you want
to hide, you can do so by long clicking on the book and selecting the cover as an icon. Click on the Choose cover option and select one of the options available. How to create and manage bookmarks To create a bookmark, click on the percentage at the bottom and click on the option that says Add a new Bookmark.After a while, you have created so many bookmarks that have the text you need to have on
hand that trying to find a specific almost mission impossible. To find what you need, you can use the search option for easy search. To find the text, click on the percentage again. In the bottom right corner, and click on the search icon in the bottom left corner. If you want to go to a specific bookmark, search for it and click on it from the results. You can also have your bookmarks sorted by time as long as
you have the side page open. Click on the cogwheel next to add a new bookmark option and check the field for sorting by time. How to get free BooksMoon' Reader has a section where you can install free books to read. For example, you can download free books such as Pride and Prejudice and others. To get free books, go to the app's homepage and click on the three lines in the top left. Choose the Net
Library option and then where you want to get the free book from. If you get a book from Project Gutenberg, you can choose a book from sections such as Popular, Last or Random. Choose the book you want (twice) and to finish things, click on the download button. How to customize how your books are sorted It's also possible that the bookshelf is sorted exactly the way you want them to be. Click on
which looks like a flashlight at the top and you'll see all the ways you can sort out the books. In the Section Sorting section, you have options such as:Book titleAuthorimport TimeOrage Time listIn The Read Filter, you have options such as: In the type of shelf, you can change the style of the shelf. Starting from left to right, this is what your bookshelf will look like with every option. Concluding Moon' Reader
Pro is great if you handle different types of files. Not only does it support different types of files, but it also offers a beautiful design as well. What do you think of the app? Application? moon plus reader pro apk. moon reader pro apk. moon reader pro mod apk. moon reader pro for pc. moon reader pro apkpure. moon reader pro price. moon reader pro apk revdl. moon reader pro 6.0.1 apk
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